
Cybersecurity in the global Insurance domain is in the brink of a digital

disruption. Storing mammoth amounts of genuine, authenticated PII data

of their Customers and prospects, the Insurance industry has been a

favorite target among cyber criminals, in terms of financial data and

identity theft. Hence, not just leading, but every other insurer in today’s

digital world is feeling the dire necessity to systematically plan and deploy

technologically advanced Cybersecurity systems. This White Paper

discusses in detail the set of possible Cyber threats and the set of defense

steps as well as Cybersecurity tools that are wielded by Insurance

enterprises across the globe to protect and shoo away all types of

malware and cyberattacks.

Abstract

Cyber Security landscape in Insurance - looking beyond 2020
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Overview of Cyber Security in Insurance

The primary annoyance of today’s cyber criminals do not lie merely in their ability to steal through precious

enterprise networks and data, but by the way they are being commoditized by cyber criminals selling

malwares and other hack tools as products for a profit. Insurance Companies may have been quite

overwhelmed by such malware and cyber-attacks by cyber criminals, but not anymore. Today’s insurers are

extremely well positioned, thanks to cut-throat Cybersecurity tools that are capable of not just defending

cyberattacks, malware and data thefts, floated across by cyber criminals. Cybersecurity tools have been

exponentially developed in terms of handling complex and continuous cyberattacks. Features such as Two

Factor Authentication, complex password authorization etc. are but only tips of the cyberattack and

malware defence iceberg. More sophisticated Cybersecurity tools on SOAR, AI/ML, and Language

Processing platforms are being leveraged to build unconquerable walls of Cybersecurity by most Insurance

companies to defend their mammoth volume of precious data being generated on an everyday basis across

their value chains.

The other catalyst for Cybersecurity is the domain of Cyber Insurance, that provide a well-built wall of

backup defence to support cyberattacks. The Cybersecurity necessity awareness that these Cyber insurers

create facilitate insurers to be more proactive in terms of equipping themselves with robust defences against

malware and cyber attackers.

Cyber risk – a striking boardroom 
concern in a digital Insurance 
world!

Cyber criminals, hackers and the likes are growing

smarter by the day in an extremely digital

hyperconnected world. In today’s high tech digital

world, phrases such as data breaches, cybercrime

or system outages are just the tip of the iceberg

when it comes to cyber risk. The hard reality on

the other hand in today’s date is, the range of

cyber risks could be from frequent ransomware

mails, data thefts to high-tech Corporate

espionages, which very often dangerously dodge

the eyes of even the most vigilant and greatest of

Corporate security systems.

How alarming Cyber risk is!

Coming to terms with the fact that the entire Insurance business is nothing but risk management!!!

In the book, ‘Embedding Cyber Risk in Risk Management: An Insurer’s Perspective’, written by Kailan Shang, has

stated, “cyber risk needs to be embedded into the existing risk management framework to facilitate

consistent capital management, risk assessment and resource allocation”.

Cyber risks would cost approximately $400 bn every year for at least the upcoming decade, estimates the

joint report, ‘Closing the Gap’ by KPMG, UK, DAC Beachcroft-a global law firm and Lloyd’s, London.
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Following are a few startling Cyber risk insights into how numerous global Insurance firms are still dwelling 

far beneath the cyber security ‘poverty line’:

• Insurance companies perhaps largely considered lagging and more ‘quieter’ in terms of cyber resilience

against cyber risks:

o Cyberattacks and hacker programs have now started targeting such weaker scapegoats in

terms of cyber security, as compared to Banking and Financial Institutions who’ve been rather

swift in protecting their Cyber security bottom lines

o Hence, Insurance sector with one of the feeblest cyber resilience framework, is now
increasingly under line of fire of cyber criminals, hackers and the likes

• Newer, ‘out-of-the-box thought out’ Cyber threats and Cyber risks are emerging on an everyday basis.

Thrown out freely into the Cyber world by Cyber criminals, attackers and hackers; necessitates

enterprises to 24X7 monitor their security systems for updates against constantly erupting cyber attacks

o With a startling lack of IT security infrastructure, and little or nil technology resources,

Insurers are feeling overwhelmed while facing newer, ‘creative’ cyberattacks. They

increasingly tend to find temporary ‘put out the fire’ solutions for cyber risk issues without

being able to follow through proper IT Cyber security recommendations.

• Cyber risk - why Insurance industry is ‘tantalizing’ for cyber criminals!

o Among the global industrial domains, the Insurance industry is considered by most

management experts as to store the largest amount of Personally Identifiable Information (PII)

pertaining to every one of their policyholders. This makes the Insurance data directly

vulnerable to all types of Cyber risks. They have now become more alluring to cyber criminals.

Cyber criminals are absolutely sure of fetching precious, authentic information on real

personas. To name a few, authentic data on people’s personal profile, health or property

information, for criminal activities such as identity theft, financial frauds etc.

• Cyber risk and related issues are one of the topper issues not for Insurers alone but for all global

enterprises. Hence, enterprises have started feeling an aggressive need for Cyber resilience like never

before to ensure strength and planning for their profitable business continuity
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A Peek at few frightening cyber risk statistics and related costs
Stakes are quite high for insurers when it comes to cyber risks!!!

1. Latest statistics from Gartner and other leading statistical enterprises have revealed that Insurance 

industry data breaches causing an exposure and theft of over 100 million authenticated personal 

information globally.

2. Following table enlists a set of high-stake data breaches and their corresponding cost, as released by, 

The Joint Risk Management Section of the Society of Actuaries (SOA), the Casualty Actuarial Society (CAS) and 
the Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA) in their sixth edition of essays, titled, “Cybersecurity: Impact on 

Insurance Business and Operations”.

Reference: Cybersecurity: Impact on Insurance Business (soa.org)

Breach Cause Cost (Ground Up) Cost (Insured)

Epsilon Spear-phishing2 Up to $4 billion3 No coverage in place

Home Depot

Vendor cybersecurity 
failure and Microsoft 
Windows 
security failure

$ billions4 $100 million

Wendy’s Unknown $ billions5 Unknown

Veterans 
Administration

Computer/external hard 
drive incidentally stolen 
from employee’s house 
during burglary6

$500 million7 No coverage in place

Target
Vendor cybersecurity 
failure

$252 million8 $90 million

Hannaford Bros Malware

$252 million9; ID theft 
Insurance and 
replacement card costs 
held compensable10

No coverage in place

Sony PlayStation Unknown $171 million11

Unknown; settlement 
when appeal pending 
after bench granted 
summary judgment 
against Sony12

TJ Maxx
Poorly secured wireless 
LAN in two stores13 $256 million14 $19 million15

Sony Pictures 
Entertainment

North Korea
$151 million + 
reputation

$151 million

Heartland Payment 
Systems

SQL injection attack16 $140 million17 $30 million18

Anthem
Bogus domain 
name/phishing

Over $100 million19 $100 million20
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Types of cyber risk lurking at every corner and their costs
Experts have identified a list of top Cybersecurity threats that are likely to hit not just Insurance market

alone in terms of financial data and identity information theft, but also across global industrial domains.

Financial and Insurance experts have attributed and investigated the cost factor in cyber risk among two

main parameters – (1) Pressing costs requiring immediate attention and (2) Gradually burning costs:

Types of Cyber risks Types of Cyber risk costs

• Cybercrime attacks on 

Cloud

• Targets-specific 

ransomware threats

• Automated Cybercrimes 

based on Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) 

technology

• Leverage 5G for Cyber 

crimes

• Lengthy network outages 

and disruptions

• Cyber-attacks and security 

breaches through IoT 

devices

• Physical attacks and 

crimes through cyber-

attacks in terms of vehicle 

telematics systems, 

electric grids, sewage and 

water treatment plants 

etc

• Cyber-attack through 

software patching

• Cyber-attacks on SMBs

Pressing Cyber risk costs 
requiring instant attention

Gradually burning Cyber risk 
costs

Mandatory costs, impacts the 
business and media instantly, 
includes costs of maintaining 
data and systems availability, 
business integrity and 
information confidentiality

Incident, event and handling 
dependant costs, variable, with 
long-term bearing on business.  
Most of these are incurred due 
to need for victim and other 
reimbursements, penalties, 
obligation deadline 
unfulfillment

Forensic investigation
Litigation expenses due to third 
party

Litigations
reimbursing customers for 
reputation harm

Customer alerts, notification
penalties and fines charged by 
regulatory authorities

Customer’s credit scrutiny and 
monitoring

losses incurred due to revenue, 
competitive failure, peer focus 
failures

Possible disruptions to revenues 
and business in general

PR costs

Costs incurred due to possible 
scams and frauds

Damages to physical Assets

Blackmails and Extortion

IT and business systems 
restoration
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Cybersecurity fraud statistics
The following diagram illustrates recent statistics on industry-wise Cybersecurity breaches and fraud 

incidents in 2020 by PwC:

Reference: PwC's Global Economic Crime and Fraud Survey 2020
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Robust Cybersecurity framework
Leading insurers leverage robust, digital Cybersecurity platform to counter today’s Cyber risks!!!

Leading Insurance companies in terms of Cybersecurity implementations and tools deployment are 

attributed by their ability to rapidly spot security breaches, and threats to establish a long-term, secure, 

resilient enterprise network.

Vital measures ensuring Cybersecurity in ever evolving digital world!!!
Cybersecurity leaders do not stop with just quickly spotting the threats alone but are characterized by the 

speed at which they respond and react pre-emptively before any major harm is done.  The striking 

characteristics of robust Cybersecurity tools deployed by leading Insurance enterprises are:

• Spotting security anomalies

• Quickly trigger a thorough incident investigation

• Completely eradicate possible security breaches and threats so that they do not reappear

Quickly spot 
enterprise security 
breaches across the 

value chain

SPOT

Drastically reduce the 
brunt of even remote 

occurrences of 
security breach

REDUCE

Resolve 
Cyberbreaches with 

quickest possible 
turnaround time

RESOLVE

Totally prevent 
possibilities of 

Cyberattacks across 
Insurance value chain

PREVENT
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Not to discount Cyber Insurance as a strong Cyber risk back-up!!!
The current digital world is seeing revolutionary developments in terms of Insurance coverages. The latest

to join the list are the coverages for they offer for Cyber risks. The Cyber risk Insurance include both

individual loss coverages as well as coverages for liabilities belonging to third parties.

Alert and notification to individuals of occurrence of breach form the individual loss coverage. Whereas

third party coverages includes payables to be made for all third-party stakeholders.

There are two vital reasons for which insurers largely offer coverages for cyber risks:

1. Cyber Insurance is a huge potentially growing business line with scope for augmented revenue

generation

2. Insurers want to tap the mammoth business potentials of general liabilities Insurance

Finding the right coverage - Actuaries can show intricate Cybersecurity paths!!!
Cyber risks such as data, privacy and confidentiality breaches, intellectual property theft or even eating

away of profit margins not being new threats, it is the Actuaries that enterprises are looking at to lead the

way. Insurance experts are of the strong opinion that Actuaries are the very ones who can deftly scan and

comprehend the huge Insurance data repository, to churn out insightful information on:

• New product development

• Prevailing product improvements

• Listing out possible Cybersecurity products

• Event frequency benchmarking

• Event severity benchmarking
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Ameex’s take on Cybersecurity tools
Deploying today and tomorrow’s technologies for comprehensive Cybersecurity!!!

The Cybersecurity domain has seen dramatically revolutionary evolutions over the past decade prevalent

across industrial verticals. Insurance is one such domain that is naturally mandated to implement

Cybersecurity across its operational value chain. This is more so because of the mammoth amount of data and

information being processed across its sub-domains and departments. The past decade has also seen more

sophisticated Cybersecurity technologies being implemented by leading Insurers and Insuretechs. Leading

Insurers are well aware of their data and information sensitivity. They have carefully and systematically

planned and implemented the necessary Cybersecurity solutions that have rendered delivery of an end-to-end

secure data and information processing across their Organization.

With more and more Insurance solution implementations being hosted on Cloud, Insurance companies have pre-
emptively prioritized on cybersecurity as a precedence and basal platform over which every Insurance applications
and tools operate. The idea is to broaden the awareness and implementation of Cybersecurity modules across their
Insurance value chain, starting from the company level operations, until the end customer reach. Following are the
vital Cybersecurity technologies mandated for every progressive thinking Insurer. These are the very tools that
determine how sooner Insurance companies will be able to detect cyberattacks and at the same time benchmark
their alertness and levels of recovery in case their systems are affected:

State of the art 
Cybersecurity

tools
Artificial 

Intelligence

Machine 
Learning

AI and ML 
on Cloud

Natural Language
Processing

Security 
Orchestration

Automation and 
Response (SOAR)
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Security Orchestration Automation and Response (SOAR):

• Facilitates retorting speedily to common Cyberattacks and Incidents

o Numerous routine and common Cyberattacks such as malware can often be pain points for

System Administrators and Network Engineers

o More often System Administrators and Network Engineers are left with very little time to search

across their network libraries or the Internet libraries.

o As a result, the Engineers are hardly able to troubleshoot in time and effectively react to such

routine, but harmful Cyberattacks that could adversely affect entire Enterprise Networks within

no time

• Such routine, but adverse Cyberattacks are seamlessly tackled by leveraging SOAR technology

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
• Takes Enterprise Cybersecurity ventures, far beyond a reactive approach

o Prevailing mundane, reactive approaches to Cybersecurity merely work around on detecting

and prescribing remedial procedures in case of Cyberattacks

o However, over the past decade Cyberattacks have become rather high-tech with Cyber

criminals undertaking more dynamic, voluminous approaches towards vital data and confidential

information theft

• Today’s AI tools however possess the capability to relentlessly tackle malware and other Cyberattacks,

however frequent, continuous, voluminous or technologically sophisticated they may be

Machine Learning (ML)
o Machine Learning, being the subset of AI, forms the very apex of rapid, effective responses to

technologically advanced Cyberattacks

o Today’s ML tools seamlessly avert malware and other cyber theft routines with almost a nullified

need for human intervention

• AI and ML on Cloud

o It is data, Enterprise Apps, tools and their operations undertaken on Cloud that will require the

most sophisticated Cybersecurity measures to maintain

o AI and ML tools on Cloud offer intelligent, automated Cyber defence systems that can scale

voluminous operations

o AI and ML on Cloud provide robust self-healing tools that come with incessant learning features

o They aid in Cloud Security asset and Compliance norms with seamless auto-corrections,

adhering to every security policy

o Detecting vulnerabilities in terms of Cyberattacks through AI/ML

o Optional plug-ins that facilitate manual human checks and verifications to reduce the rate of

false positive results

• Natural Language processing
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Cybersecurity beyond 2020
Backed by a strong Cyber risk mitigation framework with Insurance coverage plans!!!

Insurers have often wrongly considered investments in Cybersecurity technology solutions to be rather

complex and expensive. Today’s technology experts as well as Insuretech consultants mandate for planning

and deploying Cybersecurity solutions that are in reality down-to-the-earth, Cyberattack prohibitive,

completely sustainable and highly cost-effective on the long run. Wisely and steadily invested, Cybersecurity

investments provide the right amount of resilience and security that any Insurance company would want to

have on a permanent basis. Ameex experts have chalked out clear-cut roadmap that Cybersecurity conscious

enterprises would have to undertake:

01 02 03 04

Placing ‘Quickness’ as 
a priority approach for 

Cybersecurity

Greater the 
Cybersecurity tools 
scaling, surprisingly 
more the defence

High-trained Insurance 
staff for drastically 

reduced security 
breaches

Collaborated 
Enterprises see 

significantly lowered 
security breaches

Placing ‘Quickness’ as a priority approach for Cybersecurity
• Operational swiftness: Cybersecurity violation detection, quick security infringements response, swift

operational normalcy bounce back

• Cybersecurity resilience metrics: Ensure quickest recovery from breach time, resolution precision,

planned, consistent incident/breach resolution accuracy improvement

• Strategic Cybersecurity plan with the right amount of investments: Thorough what-if analysis of

controllable Vs non-controllable Cybersecurity parameters, with a strategic Cybersecurity implementation

plan across the Insurance company

Greater the Cybersecurity tools scaling, surprisingly more the defence
• Widely scaled Cybersecurity tools for cut-throat defence against Cyberattacks: Exemplary 

Cybersecurity, 4 times better defence against Cyberattacks (Gartner survey)

• Edge of Cybersecurity parameters: wider reach for Cybersecurity programs, three-fourths of Enterprise 

assets being protected (Gartner survey), increased Cybersecurity Insurance coverage for enterprises with 

80% Cybersecurity implementation
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Cybersecurity on Cloud
• Centralized system of Cybersecurity: Cloud-based data and applications protection, best streamlined

monitoring of web traffic handling answers as well as web filtering, reduced requirements for policy or

applications and software updates, seamless disaster recovery plan and implementation

• Drastic reduction in costs: reduced requirement of dedicated hardware investments and CapEx, reduced

overheads from administration systems, 24X7 systems monitoring and protection with hardly any human

interference

• Reduced complexities in systems and business administration: Automated configuring of security

systems/applications, automated security updates, centralized security administration and management

• Computing services with the most perfect level of reliability: Entirely secure, role-based application and

data access by Users, anywhere/Anytime access to applications and data

High-trained Insurance staff for drastically reduced security breaches
• Thorough Cybersecurity training leads lesser enterprise security breaches: Gartner survey indicates

Cybersecurity leaders train more than 50% of staff in security tools usage, detecting and resolving more

than 50% security breaches within a 24-hours-time span, IDC survey has indicated a drastic reduction in

security breach remediation time

Collaborated Enterprises see significantly lowered security breaches
• Intense collaboration among the following 5 or more entities across an Insurance value chain is a must for 

establishing quick Cybersecurity threat detection, its resolution for a thoroughly secure Insurance 

enterprise: 

o Insurance vendors, related agents and collaborators

o Security group consisting management peers, security experts and all Insurance staff

o Touchbase with Consortiums of Cybersecurity personnel

o Insurance enterprise’s in-house Cybersecurity taskforce

Cyber Insurance is an ideal back-up & part of risk management plan
• Proper assessment of enterprise Insurance need and map the same to the exact Insurance policy purchase

• Understand enterprise security risks and focus on covering those areas that need immediate attention

• Analysing potential policy hazards, evaluating their risk appetite and gauging premium payments

• Cost-benefit analysis to forecast potential security risks and of Insurance coverages availed

• Third-party hiring for coverage risk assessment can be a value add

• Put in place the right information security framework for the enterprise
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Conclusion

Leading statistical surveys across numerous global leaders such as Gartner, IDC and the likes have clearly 

demarcated a single striking aspect, viz., exponential Cybersecurity threats for enterprises across the globe is 

for real after all.  What is more threatening is that Cybersecurity breach rates and threats are growing in 

terms of creativity and dynamism on an everyday basis.

The primary concern of Cybersecurity threats is in terms of indirect security threats and breaches from the likes of

partners, agent systems, vendors, and other Insurance subsidiaries. Hence the answer to the question of when to start
implementing Cybersecurity policies, protocols, governance procedures and Cybersecurity tools is quite simple –
IMMEDIATELY.

An immediate Cybersecurity system deployment ensures not only an internally secure, collaborated

enterprise, but also of the entire Insurance enterprise value chain. This is because all vendors, partners,

agents and any other third party which may be connected and collaborated with the enterprise network will

also fall under the very same Cybersecurity protocol, enforcement and governance procedure requirements.

Following are the immediate set of steps to be undertaken in terms of enterprise wide Cybersecurity after

peer decision making:

• Implement and deploy all necessary Cybersecurity tools not only across enterprise, but also across the

Insurance value chain, through until the end-point Subsidiaries:

o The advantage here is, every Subsidiary’s security threat is also treated at par with the parent

company’s own threat. Hence, Subsidiaries also feel as a part of the entire Insurance enterprise

value chain and not get marked or feel, “external”

o Security threats from Subsidiary network data, information or emails also form a threat to the

entire enterprise. Hence, the entire Insurance value chain is mandatorily rendered secure with

suitable Cybersecurity tools deployment

• A data-driven Cybersecurity tools implementation with a focussed approach on business outcomes:

o Leverage threat intelligence reports to spot Vendors more vulnerable to Cybersecurity threats

o Implement a managed security services system and tools that clearly demarcates parent

company’s networks with that of Subsidiary networks so that widely scoped, larger scale

security threats can be easily tackled

o Less cumbersome tasks for enterprise’s Security department

o An overall drastic reduction in cybercrime rates
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About Ameex

Ameex Technologies is a digital transformation partner with our focus areas spread across digital

transformation value chain:

• Content & Commerce Solutions

• Digital Marketing as a Service (DMaaS)

• AI Solutions

• Data Analytics

As digital footprint grows exponentially, your digital platform needs the agility, scalability and cost efficiency

to deliver exceptional customer experience across channels – resulting in greater engagement, increased

conversions and higher-impact marketing. Ameex Technologies has experience of delivering 300+ CMS &

eCommerce solutions to clients across industries and markets.

We offer end-to-end digital marketing solutions to our clients across industry verticals like Banking &

Insurance, Life Sciences, Retail and guide them through their marketing journey using our in-house

program, DMaaS (Digital Marketing as a Service).

Our Analytics services include Data Sciences, Data Engineering, Data Visualizations and Advanced Analytics.

The focus is on data-driven decision making and apt usage of data can help organizations save costs and

increase revenue. We have worked with Fortune-500 clients across a broad range of industries to achieve

their business objectives with the help of our expertise in data science.

For more details contact: Prathap Venkatesan, Chief Growth Officer

Prathap.Venkatesan@AmeexUSA.com

+1-847-620-9419
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